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The present state and lifestyle of the apartment houses in vienlanie municipality

A study on the elements of composition at dwelling environment in iwaishima village

A study on cooking activities and kitchen remodeling for patients with ra

A study on the spatial concept of lafu-na people as defined by their way of spatial recognition and behavior in their dwelling life

On planning problems on spaces for school drama by the investigation of drama club activities

Space arrangement for day-service center seen from the elderly activities

The influence affect user with mixture environment of the sign for movement, and indoor advertising sign, a case of jr east tokyo station

Investigation of electric wheelchair users' behavior — Study on living environment for electric wheelchair users—

A study on box occupied condition and box choice behavior on coin-operated locker

Sitting behavior on benches in a park with a round pond — Relation of sitting direction and behavior—

Analysis of visitors and how they spend their time in temples Studies on the gathering functions of visitors in toshite temples in tainan city

Considerations on house types and their transformation process in fort cochin (kerala, india)

A fundamental study on home nursing service supply for elderly in local district

A study on the actual conditions of population changes and inheritance of dwelling in villages within urbanization control areas of local cities ~In the case of nagano city tokyo city

Community between the mid-to-high rise condominiums and those of existent houses around the condominiums in the central districts of tokyo city

A test calculation of flood control effect by the outflow control of rainwater from waterway trails, river maintenance passages and adjoining lands in the shirako river basin

Proposition of the card presented image recalling method and analysis of free composed tourist's walking route — A study of the sequence of the walking route in image

A basic study on the expression structure of monuments in station squares — A case study of monuments in shinkansen station squares—

Preliminary research on the energy consumption evaluation method of detached house production processes

Construction areas of the gangi arcade in the castle town

Restoration of “kotensyu” (sub-castle-tower) in yonago castle — About original style—

The impact of overseas inspection upon deveroping judicial institution in the early meiji period

On the use of lime in joint mortar of masonry buildings in the meiji era

A study on the background of establishment and restriction of the sugar-factory in amami oshima island of the satsuma —Studies on the syuzenkan projects from the view of the british merchants (I)

Historical review of the medical institution services by tokyo prefectural government and tokyo municipal government — Historical study on the social valuation and the architectural aspect of medical facilities in modern tokyo

A study on the structural system of traditional timber houses in the central and southern parts of viet nam

H. repton's opinion about the origin of indian architecture On h. repton's “designs for the pavilion at brighton” (1899)

A study of the stoa of the asklepieion in ancient messene Reconstruction of the order and roof structure

The theory of body culture of pierre winter in the period of “t'esprit nouveau” — A study on the theories of body culture of le corbusier and pierre winter, his collaborator

On the design of repeated ‘spatial units’ A study on the architecture of aldo van eyck (I)

The historical setting of the chinese new villages in malaysial — A study on the development of chinese new villages in malaysial—

Stagnation of the removal of barracks and construction of fire-proof buildings —Analysis on the realities focusing on the central area of the down town area of tokyo, 1930s—
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